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HAD 68% range mode median observed p-value

SR1 (0, 0.7) 0.5 0.5 0 0.99

SR2 (0, 0.7) 0.5 0.5 0 0.99

SR3 (45, 86) 73 69 74 0.68

SR4 (4, 15) 9.5 10.5 20 0.12

SR5 (530, 649) 566 593 581 0.82

SR6 (886, 1142) 987 1020 897 0.10

Figure 2: The p-values corresponding to the observed number of events in the HAD box signal

regions (SRi). The green region indicates the fit region (FR) in the HAD box. Similar results are

obtained for the other boxes.

ing the background model. For each of the SRi the distribution of the number of events derived149

by the pseudo-experiments is used to calculate a two-sided p-value (as shown for the HAD box150

in Fig. 2), corresponding to the probability of observing an equal or less probable outcome for a151

counting experiment in each signal region. The p-values test the compatibility of the observed152

number of events in data with the SM expectation obtained from the background parameteri-153

zation. We quote the median and the mode of the yield distribution for each SR, together with154

the observed yield.155

For each box we consider the test statistic given by the logarithm of the likelihood ratio ln Q =156

ln
L(s+b|H)
L(b|H) , where H is the hypothesis under test; H1 (signal plus background) or the null hy-157

pothesis H0 (background-only). Given the distribution of ln Q for background-only and signal-158

plus-background pseudo-experiments, and the value of ln Q observed in the data, we calculate159

CLs+b and 1 − CLb [57, 58]. From these values the CLs = CLs+b/CLb is computed for that160

model point. A point in the constrained minimal supersymmetric standard model (CMSSM)161

plane is excluded at 95% confidence level (CL) if CLs < 0.05. The result is shown in Fig. 3.162

The shape of the observed exclusion curves reflect the changing relevant SUSY strong produc-163

tion processes across the parameter space with squark-squark and gluino-gluino production164

dominating at low and high m0, respectively. The observed limit is less constraining than the165

median-expected limit at lower m0 due to an excess of observed events in the HAD box at large166

R
2
, where squark-pair production dominates over gluino-pair production. Cascading decays167

of gluinos yield more leptons than decays of squarks. Thus, relative to hadronic boxes, the168

contribution of lepton boxes increases with m0.169

We estimate the systematic bias on the signal shape model due to parton density functions170

(point-by-point up to 30%), jet energy scale (point-by-point up to 1%) and lepton identification171

(using using Z → �+�− data, 1% per lepton), and on the signal yield due to the luminosity172

uncertainty (2.2%) [59], the theoretical cross section (point-by-point up to 15%), razor trigger173

efficiency uncertainty (2%), and lepton trigger efficiency uncertainty (3%). In the b-tag analysis174

path an additional systematic is considered for the b-tagging efficiency (between 6% and 20%175

in pT bins [40]). We consider variations of the function modeling the signal uncertainty (log-176


